Spec-Data and Manu-Spec

Make it easy for architects to add your products to their upcoming projects.
Show where your product shines
Spec-Data reduces time-intense research
requirements, providing all facts—in a
single document—architects need to
know about your product.

Simplify your product
specification

Manu-Spec saves specifiers hours of
writing time—simplifying the decision to
switch to your product.

Measure your success
Combine your specifications with
Insight, specEdge and Teleservice*
programs to place your product
information in front of industry
decision-makers and track the impact
of your campaigns over time.
*Insight, specEdge and Teleservice are sold
separately for an additional fee.

Before architects, engineers and specifiers can specify any product,
they must collect critical technical information to make sure the
product meets important project requirements. ConstructConnect’s
Manu-Spec and Spec-Data instantly put that information at the
architect’s fingertips—in the industry-recognized CSI format.
Spec-Data is a ConstructConnect-exclusive 10-part specification that
provides product information in layman’s terms. No fluff. No boasts.
Just the facts. Using the prescribed CSI standards, Spec-Data pulls
together all details an architect needs to evaluate, select and specify
your company’s products.
Manu-Spec is a proprietary 3-part specification, written in contractual
language and to CSI standards. The document is easily edited by the
specifier or designer who wants to include your product in a project
manual.

Why choose ConstructConnect?
ConstructConnect is the only data
provider with national U.S. coverage
and the strongest Canadian coverage
available. We are also an Innovation
Partner of the AIA, which means we
track more private projects from the
earliest information sources—owners
and architects.
We fully digitize all documents,
including plans and specifications,
giving you access to product
needs much earlier in the project
cycle. From our dedicated source
specialists for the latest extraction
technologies, ConstructConnect
uses all possible resources to give
you the most accurate, dependable
project information available.

Add Spec-Data and Manu-Spec to your product resources and
give architects sound reasons—in trusted formats—to select your
products.

Interested in learning more?

Visit ConstructConnect.com
800.424.3996
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